Department of Writing Studies (WRS), UGrow Program Fellow

This UGrow opportunity is available to advanced Ph.D. graduate students who have completed the WRS 691 practicum or its equivalent, have an exemplary record of teaching first-year writing (usually a minimum of 2 years), and are in good standing in their home department. The Writing Studies Fellow reports directly to the Director of Writing/Chair of Writing Studies and will be responsible for:

1. Attending the Teaching First-Year Writing Practicum (WRS 691) as necessary
2. Attending and contributing to WRS department Teaching Circles
3. Mentoring and advising other graduate students teaching in WRS
4. Attending and assisting with WRS orientations
5. Attending WRS department meetings as necessary
6. Updating Writing Studies web pages
7. Creating the Department Newsletter in collaboration with a full-time Writing Studies faculty member
8. Attending and assisting with guest lecturers
9. Other duties ad hoc

The assistantship carries tuition remission and the standard stipend and requires 10 hours per week of work.

Contact Joanna Johnson jsjohnson@miami.edu for further information.